Ready to lead the Amazon way?

Operations Internships (m/f)

Are you a full-time university student and you're already thinking about what's next? We're looking for outstanding students who are brimming with ideas and aren't afraid of pushing boundaries.

You’ll benefit from opportunities that are project-based with a clear educational goal. They’ll aid your professional development and your personal growth. They’ll also give you some serious insight into our industry-leading Fulfillment & Operations environment.

As an intern in Operations you will dive deep into data, map processes and problems, offer and test potential solutions and implement the very best options. Therefore, you will interact with a diverse range of brilliant minds and diverse teams to learn about our logistics processes.

You will also learn how truly effective managers engage their teams, ensuring everyone reaches their full potential.

About you

We’re on the hunt for driven, enthusiastic students to join a totally unique, cutting-edge workplace; a place for you to jump-start a highly rewarding career.

Your profile

• You are currently working towards a 2+ university degree in Logistics, Supply Chain, Engineering, or a related field.
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills in English and the local language of the country you are applying for.
• You already have clearance to work in the country you are applying for, including any visas that may be required.
• You are willing to work flexible schedules, shifts and hours, as required.
• Personal drive and enthusiasm - the kind that makes you stand out from the crowd!

#EUInternHiring
Search for Student opportunities at amazon.jobs
Help us build Earth’s most customer-centric company.

#EUInternHiring

Apply at amazon.jobs

*Amazon is an equal opportunities employer. We believe passionately that employing a diverse workforce is central to our success.*